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Joyful News - April 24, 2019

How Might You be Affected by Magic?
As mentioned last week, I will be discussing a portion
of what we will be highlighting in our coming May 4
group clearing on Manifesting, Magic and Miracles.
Last week we discussed issues regarding manifesting.
On the call, we will be clearing issues regarding
manifesting.
Today I am going to highlight some issues regarding
magic. So, I thought I would begin with a definition:
noun: magic
1. the power of apparently influencing the course of events by using mysterious or supernatural
forces.
"suddenly, as if by magic, the doors start to open"
synonyms: sorcery, witchcraft, wizardry, necromancy, enchantment, spellworking, incantation, the
supernatural, occultism, the occult, black magic, the black arts, devilry, divination, malediction,
voodoo, hoodoo, sympathetic magic, white magic, witching, witchery;
For the purposes of this piece, we are addressing this definition versus the form of magic used for
entertainment purposes. We will be discussing when used for manipulating outcomes and
especially directed at others for the use of control.
For Harry Potter fans, you may see that it isn't as cut and dry that some magicians are in the light
and others in the dark and the magic is purely one or another.
Over the years working as spiritual healer, I have come across magic often. Many sessions with
clients have uncovered spells, hexes, curses, formulas, black magic, voodoo, etc. Clearing these
issues can be significant both to the healer as well as to the client. I have seen cases where
someone who was a medicine woman in a past life tried clearing a curse and became hexed in the
process which ended up with karma to her that she suffered in subsequent lifetimes. One example,
was that she was beheaded in another life because of that hex.
Many have suffered the affects of voodoo, curses, love spells, etc. without realizing it. They were
victims of others implementing these things. The most common are those utilizing spells to get a
lover or lover back and others cursing others due to unrequited love.
What occurred yesterday was a divinely guided event when clearing someone who was a warlock
in another life. He was involved in many forms of magic. I had to clear his workshop, formulas,
people involved, etc. It was quite extensive and this second clearing of that lifetime culminated with
a demon who worked through him that lifetime coming through describing a bigger picture of magic
and how demons can work through the intentions of someone wanting to use magic to affect an
outcome. This might elaborate that even those who think they are engaging in white magic may still
be manipulated by darkness.
If you would like to hear the audio of the channeled message by the demon before he left for the
light, go to: https://joypedersen.com/how-demon-may-work-through-magic/
If you have ever felt blocked, limited, sabotaged, stuck or not getting what you want effortlessly, the
manipulation and sabotage by others may also be a contributing factor. Fortunately, we can clear
that in a private session as well as this unique upcoming clearing call listed below.
The most important thing to remember is surrender all to God. Align with his will rather than
being willful for optimal results. Your idea and any effort you have instituted to manipulate an
outcome may not be for your highest good or those you have tried controlling and karma may have

been created without realizing it.
Having a life that is magical is wonderful. Using magic to obtain may give you mixed results. Next
week we will discuss miracles.
Blessings,
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We are looking for an optimal date for this as it
was a three-hour workshop and healing.

May 4 2019, 11:11 AM EST- Group Clearing
Call - We will include the usual personal and
global topics to clear as well as the discuss and
clear manifesting, magic and miracles as well
as whatever God deems necessary to
include. Click here for details and registration.
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